
Mistaking the CEO for a Gigolo Chapter 1151 

 

“Nina, when Maya’s gourmet conference is over, the new mentor I hired for you will be here as well. 

Learn well, and when you are accomplished, I’ll organize a large skincare and beauty fair for you. I 

believe that you will definitely do a fantastic job.” 

“Thank you, Daddy. I know what to do. I’ll be sure to work hard.” 

 

“Nina, put aside your relationship with Chris first. You’re still young. If you’re still thinking about him 

after a few years, I’ll support you no matter what decision you make.” 

 “Thank you, Daddy!” 

Evan patted her shoulders softly and got up to leave. When he left Nina’s room, he suddenly realized 

that since the failure of the last beauty fair and the incident with Chris, Nina seemed to have lost some 

of her glow. 

 

It might not be a bad thing for her to learn her lessons early. One must go through hardships in the 

growing-up process. Evan hoped for Nina to grow up to be a happy and healthy young woman – one 

who knew how to handle any obstacle life puts in her way. 

His daughter closed her door and took out her phone to call Davin. 

 

“Uncle Davin, I heard you were injured. Are you feeling better?” 

 

“Nina! I’m fine! I managed to escape, all thanks to you! Chris saved me because of you!” 

 “Uncle Davin, I heard you will only be back in a fortnight. Is that true?” 

 

 

  

“Yea, if I go back looking like this now, it will be a huge blow to my handsome flirty image. I’ll go back 

when I am completely recovered.” 



 

“I’ll come and see you after Maya’s gourmet conference.” 

 

Such a suggestion surprised Davin. He thought for a while and finally understood what was going on. 

 

Nina was coming here just to see him. Chris definitely played a part as well. 

 

“Nina, are you still thinking about him?” 

 

The girl was stunned by his crude remark. Indeed, she could not forget about Chris. Now that he had 

saved Davin, she felt that she should thank him. 

 

“Uncle Davin, do get some good rest. I’ll call you before I come over.” 

 

Davin sighed. Seems like these two still hold a candle for each other! 

 

Does Chris have actual feelings for Nina? This was up to Nina to find out. After the last incident, the girl 

should have matured, and she would know how to differentiate right from wrong. 

 

Maya’s gourmet conference began the next day. 

 

Evan, Nicole, Nina, Sophia, and Jonathan all arrived to give her some support. If not for Tiffany needing 

manpower on her end, Sheila would have definitely been here to cheer Maya on too. 

 

Maya was excited and anxious at the same time. Nina walked up to her and encouraged, “Maya, I 

believe in you. I know that you will succeed. I’ll be here by your side, and you can call out to me anytime 

you’re in need.” 



 

“Thank you, Nina.” 

 

Her sister then smiled and retreated into a corner. 

 

Evan and Nicole were smiling blissfully at how well their daughters got along. 

 

Maya soon began to introduce her food plaza in a composed manner. She had even invited some people 

to conduct a demonstration. 

 

Maya’s food plaza was divided into different areas. Girls love desserts when they are sad. Based on this 

concept, Maya’s food plaza was demarcated based on different emotions. 

 

There were many kinds of emotions. Some for those who were happy and had good things happening 

for them, some for those who were sad and heartbroken, and some for those who were facing obstacles 

at work and in life. Each of these emotions was assigned a different gourmet menu with a customized 

service environment, complete with an intimate conversation. Not only could they use delicious food to 

comfort themselves, but they could also even take care of their emotions with these conversations. This 

was the ultimate relaxation for both their appetites and their emotional health. 

 

The conversations were conducted by a group of customized robots. People liked to keep their sadness 

to themselves because many aren’t able to find a suitable outlet. That was why Maya felt that robots 

were for the job. Not only could robots have a conversation with people, but they could also definitely 

keep a secret perfectly. One could bare their soul to them without any worries. 

 

This was the ultimate relaxation for both the body and soul to be able to pour their heart out while 

indulging their favorite food as well. 


